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1 Introduction
A national accounting system can be considered as an economic interpretation of a system of defini-
tional relations between a set of variables, cf. e.g. Aukrust (1966, 1994). These variables are latent (not
directly observed) although they may be given precise
economic meaning. The main problem for the national accounting practitioners is to estimate these
latent variables from a large set of different data sources, under the restriction that all the definitional
relations between the latent variables shall hold exactly. This is a formidable task, and in practice these
variables are estimated by quite informal methods. For example, if there are several indicators of one
variable one may choose the variable one ”most trustworthy” and disregard the information in the other
observables. If one variable has no directly observable indicator one may assume that it develops pro-
portionately with some other observable, obtaining the factor of proportionality from an observation in
a single period. If we try to formalize these procedures one may prove that the estimators are inefficient
(not exploiting the available information). They may also be strongly biased if the assumptions of e.g.
constant factors of proportionality are not appropriate approximations. As an alternative, we suggest to
use formal statistical methods, exploiting time series of a set of indicators to simultaneously estimate
time series of a system of latent variables, using soft assumptions and optimal estimation methods. We
present our approach in terms of a simple empirical case study and point out possible generalizations.
The approach can be applied to a tiny subsystem of the national accounts, to several subsystems,
and perhaps some day to the whole system by means of a hierarchy or a network of subsystems. The
approach can, of course, also be applied to other similar, and simpler, statistical systems.
A basic advantage of the proposed approach is that we obtain a framework for testing the assump-
tions made, and we can accumulate experience and improve the models within a progressive research
program connected to the daily accounting work. Furthermore, we obtain standard errors of the es-
timators of the latent variables, model diagnostics and goodness of fit measures for the models. It is
interesting to note that many of the pioneers of national accounting used reliability measures, both in the
publications and as a tool in the production process towards final figures, cf. Aukrust (1994, sec 4.10).
This practice was stopped, probably because no formal methods were available. The standard errors,
diagnostics, and the goodness of fit measures may be used as such formal reliability measures.
If one uses formal methods in some of the subsystems, and use more traditional informal methods
when “balancing” the subsystems into a comprehensive set of national accounts figures, the reliability
measures in the subsystems can be useful indicators when deciding how much the different variables
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should be adjusted in order to obtain a fully consistent accounting system of estimated latent variables.
There has been an increased interest in methods which combine data taken from both macro and mi-
cro level. See e.g., Adler and Wolfson (1988) and Gorter and Laan (1992), where macro data and house-
hold survey data on consumption, income and wealth are used to estimate socio-economic accounts.
Our case study, combining macro and micro data for the household sector, have particular relevance
to this area of national accounting. Both these works emphasize the development of a consistent and
appropriate accounting system. The present work, however, puts focus on formulation of appropriate
stochastic models and applying modern statistical methods for testing and estimating.
A basic idea in our paper is to formulate the accounting identities in latent variables, as an important
part of a fully specified statistical model. We are not aware of literature using this idea for producing
statistics, such as national accounts, but this idea has a long tradition in consumer econometrics. A
classic article in this respect is Liviatan (1961), where the accounting identity says that the consumers
expenditures on different goods add up to total expenditure. Liviatan used a static model estimated by
cross section data on households expenditures. Aasness, Biørn and Skjerpen (1993) follow up this idea,
using a more refined and dynamic model estimated by panel data.
Often an unknown variable is observed through several kinds of data. Generally estimates based
on data taken from several sources are more accurate than estimates made using only one source. One
example of this is the household petrol consumption in Norway. The Energy Statistics (ES) for Norway
includes accurate sales statistics on total petrol consumption. But there are no direct macro informa-
tion on the fraction sold to the households. The Household (or Consumer) Expenditure Survey (HES),
however, measures the petrol consumed exclusively by the households. Since this measure is based on
a small sample, it will of course contain statistical errors. We combine these two data sources to obtain
a more accurate estimate of the household consumption. In addition we obtain an estimate of the petrol
consumption in the nonhousehold sector. We make use of the full time series of both observables to
simultaneously estimate the full time series of the two latent variables.
Our model consists of three parts. (i) An accounting identity with two latent variables (petrol con-
sumption of households and petrol consumption of nonhouseholds). (ii) Measurement relations con-
necting the observed variables to the latent variables and measurement errors. (iii) Stochastic processes
of the two basic latent consumption variables. Our primary aim is to produce more reliable estimates of
the petrol consumption by the households and nonhouseholds. The estimates should be less influenced
by measurement errors than the yearly estimates from the household expenditure survey. The petrol
consumption of the households constitute the main part of the total petrol consumption. Yearly fluctu-
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ations measured exclusively by the household expenditure survey are likely to be measurement errors.
Thus we will choose a model which smoothes yearly fluctuations measured exclusively by the house-
hold expenditure survey. However, the model should not have a particular direction. We will consider
the Gaussian random walk and the stochastic trend model. The flexibility of the models are influenced
by parameters, which are estimated from the data. The three parts of the model is described in section
2.1-2.3. In section 2.4. we express the model in state space form.
State space models provide a flexible representation of linear models, with rich opportunities for
direct interpretation of the components, and a priori knowledge of the phenomenon can more easily be
formulated than with ARIMA models. The state space models can be connected to powerful algorithms.
The latent variables are estimated by the Kalman filter algorithm. This is optimal in a least square sense.
The maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters are found by the EM–algorithm, see section 3.
Two textbooks with introduction to state space modeling, the Kalman filter, and the EM–algorithm are
Harvey (1989) and Shumway (1988). It is technically straight forward to apply this approach on complex
models with many accounting identities, latent variables and indicators. Therefore these algorithms are
very useful for combining several data sources observed over a time period. We use the computer
program STAMP, see Koopmans et al (1995), in our empirical analysis.
During the nineties, state space models have increasingly been used both to smooth univariate time
series and to combine more data sources for more accurate estimates. Patterson (1995) and Skjerpen and
Swensen(1997) use state space models to combine preliminary estimates on consumer expenditure and
manufacturing investment respectively. Furthermore, Gonzales and Moral (1995) analyze international
tourism demand in Spain by combing income index, two price indexes and tourist tastes using state space
models. Another example is given by Rahiala and Tera¨svirta’s (1993) approach. They combine auto-
projective information from the Swedish and Finnish metal and engineering industries with information
from business surveys to forecast the output from these industries.
A specific purpose of the present paper is to provide an approach, illustrated by a simple case study,
to be considered for application in the production of parts of the Norwegian national accounts, and in
particular for exploiting the yearly HES, cf. Andersen et al (1991) and Hansen et al (1992).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section two we present the class of models we
use in the empirical analysis, with comments on possible generalizations. The estimation procedure
is described in section three, the empirical results are presented in section four, and we make some
concluding remarks in section five.
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2 The model
2.1 The accounting identity in latent consumption
Consider the following simple accounting identity,
(1)
where the variables can be interpreted as follows, is the total petrol consumption in Norway in year
, is the petrol consumption of Norwegian households, and is the petrol consumption in
other sectors of the Norwegian economy. These variables are considered latent, and a basic problem is
to estimate the time series of these latent variables from observed indicators which may contain random
and systematic measurement errors.
Relation (1) is the simplest case of an accounting system. We may easily generalize by using a
more detailed sector classification (including e.g. public sector and different industries), and several
commodity groups (e.g. petrol, autodiesel, heating kerosene, and fuel oil).
In principle one could extend (1) to the whole set definitional relationships in a system of national
accounts. However, it would be practically infeasible to carry out our approach directly on this system
as a whole, but for separate subsystems it should be possible, and perhaps some day for the full system
by means of a hierarchy or a network of subsystems.
2.2 Measurement relations
The estimation is based on two data sources, the Household Expenditure Survey (HES), and the
Energy Statistics (ES) in the time period 1973–1995. The HES gives an estimate of the total consumption
of petrol and autodiesel by the households in Norway. We have reduced the data from HES according
to estimated autodiesel consumption. See the appendix for details on the data. Denote consumption
derived from HES by . Because it is an estimate, it can be interpreted as an indirect measurement
of the true petrol consumption by the households; . We can express this as
(2)
where is the measurement error. In order to make our first empirical exercise as simple as possible,
we assume to be Gaussian white noise, i.e., Gaussian uncorrelated variables with zero mean and
constant variance1.
1In future work we may model more carefully by taking into account variation in sample size and specific features
of the sample design, cf. Andersen et al (1991, p. 34). About 20% of the households take part in the household survey two
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The ES measures the total amount of petrol sold by the oil companies to the petrol stations in Norway
measured in liters ( ). These statistics are reliable and can be considered to give the correct total
amount, i.e, , thus
(3)
where we have exploited the accounting identity (1).
These measurement relations may of course be extended in various ways, including random mea-
surement errors in (3) and systematic measurement errors in (2). However, this may lead to identification
problems, depending on the specification of the complete model and on the possibility for including other
observables or other types of information.
2.3 Stochastic processes of latent consumption
Random walk
Our aim is to develop a model which can produce more reliable statistics, and not primarily to model and
analyze petrol consumption. Thus we do not want to put strong restrictions on the model. The model
for the latent process should therefore be quite flexible, and must allow non-stationarity. Because of the
short time series available, the model should be simple, i.e., not have many parameters. The random
walk model fulfills this demand. It has an appealing simplicity. But the forecast made by the random
walk model is not very interesting, since it will merely be the estimated value for the last observed time
period.
Thus, one option is to model the latent process as random walk, both because this is in itself interest-
ing, and also to compare this model’s properties with those of a more complicated model. The random
walk model is written
for(4)
where is centered, Gaussian, white noise.
Stochastic trend
From experience we know that there are often trends in consumption, thus we will also consider a more
stable model with an explicit trend. The stochastic trend model is written
consecutive years. Thus is expected to have an autocorrelation less than 20% with lag one, and zero with lags greater
than 1. A more appropriate model for could therefore be a moving average model of order one. Dagsvik (1978) gives an
example of a model, with some similarities to ours, where the sample design, with rotating panels, is taken into account.
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for
(5)
where is the slope term, which is allowed to change over time, and and are Gaussian,
centered white noise. Positive values for signify increasing consumption, and negative values de-
creasing consumption. The forecast produced by this model equals the estimated value at the last time,
plus the estimated slope. This seems a more appealing forecast than the forecast by the random walk
model, that is simply estimated value at the last observed time.
2.4 State space formulation
Both the models for the observations, and for the latent processes, can easily be formulated in the
state space model class, which covers a wide range of linear time series models. Generally state space
models consist of a transition equation and an measurement equation. The transition equation models a
latent, and indirectly observed, vectorial stochastic process by a linear Markov model as
Here is a deterministic transition matrix, and is centered white noise. The transition matrix
may also depend on deterministically. The measurement equation connects the latent process to an
observable vector through
where is a non-stochastic matrix, which may also depend on deterministically, and centered
white noise uncorrelated with . Let denote the covariance matrix of the white noise process
.
When the latent processes are modeled as random walk, denoted by model A, the matrices defining
the measurement link and the transition system are
(model A)
The covariance matrix for then noise terms in the latent process is
var cov
cov var
(model A)
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Alternatively the latent processes are modeled as stochastic trends, denoted by model B. Then the -
vector consist of , and the matrices that defines the measurement link and the latent
processes are
(model B)
Furthermore, the covariance matrix for the noise terms in the latent processes reads
var cov
var
cov var
cov var
(model B)
The zeros in the matrix above illustrate that the slope term and -value are assumed to be uncorre-
lated. However, the two slope terms may be correlated. The same applies to the two latent processes
themselves.
The white noise in the observation is . The last term is zero because there is no measurement
noise in . The covariance matrix is denoted by and reads
R
Note that this apply to both models.
3 Estimation
The Kalman filter algorithm, see e.g. Shumway (1988) or Harvey(1989), is an efficient recursive
algorithm for estimating the latent process in the state space models. For linear models the estimates are
generally optimal in a least square sense, and for Gaussian variables the estimates are generally optimal.
We assume that the random variables are Gaussian.
The algorithm can conveniently cope with missing data, which is a difficult problem for ARIMA
models. Another advantage is that the Kalman filter can easily handle non-uniformly spaced sample
points, and has no restriction on stationarity. We assume that the random variables are observed through
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at discrete sample points . The Kalman filter, forward recursion, calculates the
Kalman filter estimators
i.e., the expectation of given the observations . For each time the algorithm first
calculates
and then uses the new observation to correct the “preliminary” estimate to get
The “preliminary” estimate can also be used as a forecast. This is the reason why it is technically trivial
to make forecasts using the Kalman filter. The forward recursion equations are
where and are the estimators for the latent process at time , given and
respectively. The Kalman gain matrix , Kalman (1960) and Kalman and Bucy (1961),
is defined by
where means transposed, and the matrix is updated recursively by
The matrices and are the estimated covariance matrices for given respectively the
data sets and .
If the parameters are known, and one is primarily interested in making forecasts, or in estimating the
latent process at the time of the last observation, the forward recursion is all one needs.
Often, as in our case, one is interested in estimating the latent process for the whole time period.
This is done by calculating the expectation conditioned on the whole data set,
the so called Kalman smoother estimators. These are calculated by the backward recursion
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where
The matrix is the backwards analogue of the Kalman gain matrix in the forward recursion equation.
The estimated covariance matrix for the smoothed estimators satisfies the recursion equation
The maximum likelihood estimates for the general set parameters can be found by the EM–algorithm
by Shumway and Stoffer (1982). However, the models in the present paper contains only unknown
parameters by the covariance matrix for the latent process and by variance for the measurement error.
In this case the EM–algorithm can be simplified, Koopman (1993). The original EM–algorithm iterates
between estimates for the parameters and the latent process, while the EM–algorithm by Kooper requires
no iteration, and thus it is less computationally intensive.
The Kalman filter combined with the EM–algorithm by Koopman is implemented in the STAMP
program, see Koopman et al (1995). The estimated latent processes and the model diagnostic in the next
section are estimated using STAMP.
4 Empirical results
Figure 1 shows the observed time series and the estimated latent petrol consumption by the house-
holds and the nonhouseholds for model A, where the petrol consumptions are modeled as random walks.
The estimates follow the data almost completely, and do not fulfill our intention to smooth the radical
changes. The household petrol consumption is a substantial part of - about 75%. Thus is seems
reasonable that the estimates should at least smooth the changes which are exclusively measured by ,
and not by the total .
Figure 2 shows that modeling the petrol consumptions as stochastic trend gives estimates which
smooth the data. Note that the two radical changes exclusively measured by in 1980 and 1987
are smoothed. The shape of the total petrol consumption seems to influence the estimate of the
household petrol consumption strongly. However, the decrease in the total towards the end of the time
series is not reflected in the estimated household consumption. This is because the model does not
allow the estimates of to depart systematically from the data from the household expenditure over the
years. The estimate of the household’s petrol consumption increases with increasing values of , while
the estimated consumption by the nonhousehold decreases. This development is consistent with some
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Figure 1: The data and the estimates based on model A (random walk)
estimates in million liters from the Energy accounts, cf. table 1.
Table 1: Alternative estimates of nonhousehold petrol consumption
1976 1980 1985 1990 1991 1992
400 389 430 398 382 374
a) Computed and used by the Energy accounts at Statistics Norway. Million liters.
The estimated standard deviations and correlation of the noise in random walk model A and the
stochastic trend model B are given in table 1 below.
Table 2. Estimated standard deviations and correlations of the noise in model A and B
Model s.d s.d corr s.d s.d. corr s.d
A 80.73 77.31 -0.48 - - - 30.62
B 44.77 52.84 -0.57 16.95 28.07 1.00 46.96
The ratio between estimated standard deviations, s.ds.d , reflects the difference in smoothness for the
estimates by the two models. The higher the value, the more will the model smooth the data. For the
random walk model is this ratio 0.38 for and 0.39 for , while the ratios for the stochastic trend
model are 1.05 and 0.89, respectively. This means that the stochastic trend model will smooth the
data more than the random walk model. Furthermore, for both the models the estimated the standard
deviations for the noise is bigger for than for , reflecting that varies more than .
For both models the correlations between and are negative. These negative correlations
may indicate that the short term chances are in opposite directions. But it may also be explained by
, i.e., that the sum is observed without measurement error. A positive error term for
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Figure 2: The data and the estimates based on model B (stochastic trend)
may be linked with a negative error term for to satisfy this relation. Furthermore, the correlation
between the noise terms for the slope equals 1. This indicates that long term trend for the households
and the nonhouseholds are estimated to develop in the same direction. However, the interpretation of the
correlation values should be taken with some care.
The standard errors of the estimates of latent consumption are equal for the household and non-
household sector, since they add up to a variable measured without error, cf. relation (3) above. For the
last year ( ) the standard error is estimated to be 28.3 in model A and 36.5 in model B2. The estimated
standard errors are thus lowest in the simple random walk model, which is an argument in favor of
choosing this model. But one should not give this argument too much weight since the estimates of the
standard error may be biased if the model is too simple.
Now we consider some model diagnostics to evaluate our models. A successful model will aim
to capture the systematic movements in the data. If this goal is achieved, then what remains, namely
the residuals, should be random. In other word they should contain no predictable system component.
Hence, if the model is well-specified, the residuals should be random. The diagnostics are based on
the residuals computed by the standardized one-step-ahead prediction errors, which are standardized
estimates for the noise in the measurements. See Harvey (1990) and the STAMP manual by Koopman
et al (1995) for precise definitions of the diagnostics.
2These standard errors are estimated by STAMP and correspond to the square root of the diagonal elements in the matrix
above. In the stochastic trend model we also obtain estimates for the standard errors of and , which are
23.6 and 37.2 respectively.
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The estimated residual autocorrelation for the random walk model at lag one and seven are
while the estimated residual autocorrelations for the stochastic trend model at lag one and eight are
Under the null hypothesis that the autocorrelation equals zero, the is approximately N(0, . The
critical values for the null hypothesis at 5% are . Thus both the models have all the values well
within this interval.
The Durbin-Watson test was derived to have high power against an alternative of a first-order autore-
gressive residuals. However, a significant value may indicate a wide range of mispecifications, including
incorrect functional form, Harvey (1981, p. 20). The general test for serial dependence is the portman-
teau Box-Ljung Q-statistic, Harvey (1981, p. 148), which is based on a sum of residual autocorrelations.
The Durbin-Watson statistics and the Q-statistics for the random walk, model A and the stochastic trend,
model B are
Model A: DW DW Q Q
Model B: DW DW Q Q
In a correctly specified model, the Durbin-Watson statistic is approximately N(2, ), see Koopman et al
(1995, p. 231), while the Q-statistic are approximately distributed as for both models, see Koopman
et al (1995, p. 231). The acceptance intervals for the null hypothesis at 5% level are respectively (1.19,
2.81) and (1.24,14.45). Neither the Durbin-Watson nor the Q-statistics give any indication of serial
correlation.
The statistics for testing heteroskedasticity and normality for the two models are
Model A: H H N N
Model B: H H N N
The H-statistics should be tested against the see Koopman et al (1995, p. 232), and the N statistics
should be tested against the , see Koopman et al (1995, p. 185). The acceptance intervals are (0.20,
4.99) and (0.051, 7.38). Thus neither of the tests give an indication of heteroskedasticity nor of non-
normality. Though, the actual distributions of the tests may depart some from and the distributions
respectively, due to small sample size.
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A basic measure of goodness-of-fit is the prediction error variances, see Harvey (1989, p. 263) or
Koopman et al (1995, p. 202), which is essentially the same as comparing the sums of squares of their
one-step-ahead predictions errors. Their square roots, , are
Model A:
Model B:
and indicate that the stochastic trend model gives a better fit than the random walk model.
Since the models have different numbers of parameters, it is also appropriate to compare their AIC
values, which gives models with more parameters a “handicap” , cf. Koopman et al (1995, p. 229). The
calculated values are,
Model A AIC AIC
Model B AIC AIC
The lower AIC value the better. Thus the AIC criterion slightly favors the random walk model.
None of the diagnostics indicate that the models are wrongly specified. The difference in terms of
goodness-of-fit is not dramatic. The stochastic trend model results in a degree of smoothing, which
corresponds more to what we think is reasonable than the random walk model do.
5 Conclusions
By means of a simple case study, we have presented an approach for estimating time series of
latent variables in an accounting system. The approach exploits information from different sources,
including macro and micro data. By combining different data on the same phenomena we can obtain
better estimates (of e.g. household petrol consumption) than when relying on only one source. By ex-
ploiting the accounting identities we can estimate variables on which we have no direct measurements
(e.g. nonhousehold petrol consumption). By formulating the accounting identities in latent variables
and explicitly model the random and systematic measurement errors we obtain (i) efficient and consis-
tent estimates given the model, (ii) possibilities for testing the model assumptions, (iii) a framework
for systematic empirical research and progress in developing applied models for producing accounting
statistics.
The stochastic processes of a set of latent variables in the accounting system is an important part
of the model. The stochastic trend model seems to be good candidate model and gave plausible results
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in our case study. The comparison between random walk and stochastic trend should be carried out in
other models too, and by using simulation studies to compare how these model capture postulated true
time series of the latent variables.
The state space formulation, Kalman filter and EM algorithm are convenient tools in our setting.
Thus there is hope for successful use of much more complicated model specifications, for e.g. production
of some parts (satellites) of a national account system.
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Appendix: Data
The data and the calculations to achieve and are documented in table 3 below. Here we
give a short documentation of the calculations. The micro statistics, , is taken from the Norwegian
Household Expenditure Survey (HES) in the period 1973-1995, cf. Statistics Norway (1996). The
number of households interviewed in 1973 was 4707, while 3363 answered. For the rest of the period,
the total sample size was around 2400 households and the with around 1500 answers, cf. Andersen et al
(1991, p.34). The household consumption was measured in NOK per household.
We want to combine the data from HES with data on the total amount of petrol sold in Norway,
measured by the Energy Statistics (ES). The data from ES is measured in million liters. We choose to
transform the expenditure data from HES to consumption in million liters. There are mainly four types
of petrol sold in the period we consider. We use the fractions sold of the different types in Norway and
their prices to calculate a price index for petrol, transforming expenditure to liters, see table 3 for details.
We base the calculation on the assumption that the distribution of the different kinds of petrol for the
households is the same as for the total consumption, including the nonhousehold consumption.
By this calculation we have achieved an estimate for the average petrol consumption for the house-
holds measured in million liters. However, we need the estimate for the population. The consumption
for the population at large is found using the average household size in the Norwegian survey of con-
sumer expenditure, cf. Andersen et al (1991, p. 34), and the population statistics, cf. Statistics Norway
(1996b, table 32,column 4). The calculation is displayed in the first term of displayed in the footnote
a) for table 3.
The data from HES gives estimate for the total consumption of both petrol and autodiesel. The
household consumption of the latter are probably small compared to the former, but may nonetheless
influence systematically the empirical results. To reduce the bias, we have subtracted estimates of the
consumption of autodiesel from the the estimates from the household survey, see again in footnote a)
for table 3. The diesel estimates are derived from different sources used in the energy account at Statistics
Norway. The estimates suggest that up to the mid 1970s the households’ consumption of autodiesel was
less than one percent of their petrol consumption. However, in the mid seventies the prices of petrol
increased, as did the number of diesel cars and the consumption autodiesel. Autodiesel is cheaper than
petrol and the car consume less autodiesel than petrol per kilometer. A change in the tax system from
tax per kilometer to tax per car also contributed to the increase of the diesel consumption. Our numbers
suggest that in 1995 the households consumed around five percent diesel compared to petrol.
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The total amount of petrol sold in the period 1973–1995 is given in the Energy statistics, NOS C
347, table 3.11, column 3. We use only the petrol for cars, excluding petrol used by e.g. aircraft. This is
the variable .
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